Non-invasive real-time characterization of hollow-core photonic crystal fibers using whispering gallery mode spectroscopy.
Single-ring hollow-core photonic crystal fibers, consisting of a ring of one or two thin-walled glass capillaries surrounding a central hollow core, hold great promise for use in optical communications and beam delivery, and are already being successfully exploited for extreme pulse compression and efficient wavelength conversion in gases. However, achieving low loss over long (km) lengths requires highly accurate maintenance of the microstructure-a major fabrication challenge. In certain applications, for example adiabatic mode transformers, it is advantageous to taper the fibers, but no technique exists for measuring the delicate and complex microstructure without first cleaving the taper at several positions along its length. In this Letter, we present a simple non-destructive optical method for measuring the diameter of individual capillaries. Based on recording the spectrum scattered from whispering gallery modes excited in the capillary walls, the technique is highly robust, allowing real-time measurement of fiber structure during the draw with sub-micron accuracy.